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- What is Free Software?
- How Can Software be Free?
- UNESCO Portal
- How can we use Free
         Software in Education?
- OLPC
- Open Source University



  

Freedom 0

The freedom to

run the program,

for any purpose...



  

Freedom 0
MICROSOFT FRONTPAGE (website building program)

Date: 5-16-07

Subject: Microsoft FrontPage EULA bans free speech

URL: www.eulahallofshame.com

Quote: You may not use the software in connection

with any site that disparages Microsoft, MSN, MSNBC,

Expedia, or their products or services, infringe any

intellectual property or other rights of these parties,

violate any state federal or international law, 

or promote racism, hatred or pornography.



  

Freedom 1

The freedom to
improve the program, and 
release your improvements
to the public, so that
the whole community
benefits.



  

Freedom 2

The freedom to
study how the
program works, and
adapt it to your needs...



  

                              Freedom 2



  

Freedom 3

The freedom to
redistribute copies so
you can help your
neighbor...



  

Freedom 3



  

Freedom 3



  

How Can Software be Free?
Free as in... Beer?



  



  



  

How Can Software be Free?

- Software costs money, right?
- It wasn't always like that!
- Wikipedia: In the 1950s, 1960s, and 
1970s, it was normal for computer users 
to have the freedoms that are provided 
by free software. 
- Software was commonly shared by 
individuals who used computers and by 
hardware manufacturers who were glad 
that people were making software that 
made their hardware useful.



  

We use open source daily
- the World Wide Web (more then 60% of all websites 
run on open source webservers)



  



  

UNESCO and Free Software



  

How can we use Free 
Software in Education?

- E-learning (Moodle vs. Blackboard)

- Statistics (SPSS vs PSPP)

- Math (Sage vs. Matlab)

- Multimedia (Audacity), 3D Modeling (Blender)

- Scientific Software (...)

- Infrastructure (Firewalls, web/db servers, routers)



  

OLPC and Sugar

- Project started in 2010 on Curacao, St. Maarten & 

Bonaire. Similar project in Jamaica.

- OLPC is the hardware, Sugar the software.

- Sugar can run on any Operating System

- Sugar enables sharing, discovering, multimedia

- It's a tool that can be used in any educational field.



  

OLPC and Sugar

Minister Rosalia,
With the OLPC

sept. 2010



  

OLPC and Sugar

Teacher Training St Maarten, sept. 2010



  

Open Source University?



  

Open Source University?



  

Open
 Source

 University?



  

Free and Open Source Software is becoming 

more and more important in the global 

society. Hundreds of thousands of 

programmers from all over the world work 

together on various projects, aided by the 

flexibility and speed of the Internet, which 

overcomes geographical distance.

 

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

In the Free Software world, programming 

skills are build up by both the beginner and 

the experienced software developer alike. 

Many pieces of valuable software are the 

result of uncounted hours of labor of 

average and above average men and 

women. 

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

Sometimes these people work for the 

honour of being recognized by their peers, 

and sometimes they are getting paid by 

companies like IBM, Google, Facebook or 

Microsoft. Building software gives people 

empowerment, and the feeling of 

contributing to something useful.

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

We need to stimulate the skills and the self-

esteem of young students on our islands, 

breaking their isolation through collaborative 

projects. By introducing students to the 

Open Source community, we are building 

their skills in programming and software 

engineering, as well as teamspirit, the ability 

to solve complex problems, and possibilities 

for launching a career in the software world.

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

To be part of the Open Source community, 

one needs to develop various tools and 

techinques, both in technical and 

communication skills. Most projects work 

with an intensive communication by e-mail, 

chat and newsgroups. Decisions are made 

by preset rules or in an organic way. 

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

Speaking your mind, collaborating with 

others and helping others solve problems 

are all essential elements of the Free 

Software business model.

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

Techncial skills include programming in 

various languages (like C, PHP, Ruby or Java) 

and running web, mail and database 

servers. Managerial skills include managing 

a wild bunch of different individuals towards 

a common goal, quality control, translations 

and release cycles. 

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

All of these skills can be learned from books 

and theory - but our students may 

experience real-world issues while 

contributing to real-world projects, and 

getting their names listed in the source 

code.

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

This approach may well result in a Caribbean 

Knowledge Zone that gives those students 

living on our islands tools to survive - 

brilliantly - in a global economy. It opens up 

possibilities for those that are talented and 

ambitious without having to move to other 

regions. 

A plan for Open Source Education.



  

It may attract larger companies to invest in 

our local economies and at the same time 

reward their employees with sun, sand and 

'the Caribbean factor'.

I ask you to take this approach with you, 

back home, and share your ideas with all of 

us.

                                                 Thank You.

A plan for Open Source Education.
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